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Hello Builders, 

Here we are approaching the holiday season and also the end of the year. I 
seem to remember as the last few days of 2012 rolled around, thinking that 2013, 
ending with the unlucky numeral 13 might just be a bad year. I’ll be the first to admit 
when I’m wrong. As far as car shows and parades go, it was a very good year. As far 
as HCR’s go, an even better year. With the cost of everything going up, including 
original Brass Era carriages, more and more old car lovers are getting into building 
HCR carriages. 

 

Christmas Issue 2013 
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I look back a few years when there might have been 
four or five new HCR’s being started in a twelve month 
period to this past year’s ten carriages (that I know of), 
quite a difference.  

The significant rise of “Full Size” carriages being 
built and popping up at car shows and fairs demonstrate 
the versatile talent found in the Builders of today. 2013 
brought the completion of HCR’s like Lyle Hegsted’s, 
Holsman High Wheel HCR and Butch Mauer’s, 1903 Holley 
HCR. Except for pictures, I have not seen Lyle’s beautiful 
Holsman in person but I had the opportunity to see 
Butch’s HCR at the recent HCRB Meet in Dallas, North 
Carolina. Not only is his HCR a great build but it is also an 
electric.  

I hope that the coming year of 2014 will bring more new HCR’s out of Builders 
workshops and to the car shows, parades and fairs across the US and other 
countries... 

Toon 

By 

Judith  
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Going Back In Time  

The Year: 2010 

A Successful HCR 1st Meet 

Members Attending 

Lee Thevenet, Breaux Bridge, La 

Jim Peach, Dallas NC  

Larry Cook, Gastonia, NC 

Dennis Anderson, Maryville, TN 

Johnny Kistler, Conover, NC 

Hi everyone, 

              WOW!... All I can say is you should have all been there. I cannot even begin 
to explain the excitement that was generated by just five members of the HCR Group 
at the 2010 Cotton Ginning Days Fair. The weather was picture perfect for the event 
with morning lows in the fifties and highs in the lower eighties. 

               Since the fair officially started on Friday and spaces were on a first come 
basis, Jim Peach & I decided to claim our spot on Wednesday. We carefully picked an 
area where we felt would be a high traffic area of the fair. After staking it out, we 
transported our carriages to the grounds. Shortly after getting back, we were joined 
by member Larry Cook with his Moore Quad.  

               We set up the canopy I’d put together for the event and also set up Jim’s 
canopy as well. It soon seemed that the fair was under way with the amount of 
visitors we had from other folks also setting up. After the early unexpected rush of 
visitors, Larry & I could not wait any longer. We both cranked up our carriages & took 
them out for a ride around the grounds. What a great place to ride our creations & put 
them through the paces. The streets provided a smooth asphalt surface to travel on. 
Even the grassy areas where the booths & vendors were setting up were smooth. 

                During the setting up and even while the fair was going on, driving 
anywhere on the grounds was permitted. Needless to say, we drove a bunch. As the 
day wound down, we simply covered our carriages and quit for the day. The park 
provided 24 hr security for the entire event.  
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                The Thursday and Friday was very much like the first day except for the 
arrival of Dennis Anderson and his wife Connie with his Jimmy Woods carriage. 
Johnny Kistler arrived a bit later with his three quarter scale CDO, making five 
members.   With plenty of early vendors setting up their booths and visiting, asking 
questions about the car’s and we in turn did some early shopping at the booths that 
were already set up.  

                 Saturday morning was another story. Because we had Jim Peaches Full 
Size “CDO”, Larry Cooks “Ouad”, Dennis Anderson’s “Jimmy Woods”, Johnny 
Kistler’s “¾ Olds” and my own Full Size “Ford N”, it seemed that we had something 
for everyone’s taste. We handed out one hundred brochures and at least the same in 
cards. More importantly, there are many more folks out there now that know what 
HCR’s are all about.  As a token of appreciation to the visitors of our site, I passed 
out some 2000 Louisiana Mardi Gras beads that I had in my transport trailer.  

That went over real good… 

                 Builders, the above article and picture below was three years ago 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L to R Members, Dennis Anderson, Johnny Kistler, Larry Cook, Jim Peach & Lee Thevenet 

 

Now, fast forward to  
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The 2013 

HCRB Meet and Participants 

Over fourteen carriages there (two not shown in line up)  

A Very Successful 4th HCRB Meet Indeed 

Let’s do it even bigger in 2014... 

 

Exposure, Exposure, Exposure 
By 

Lee Thevenet 

HCRB Meets, Car Shows & Parades like most HCR Builders have been exposed to is 
what gets folks to notice our carriages and become interested in HCR’s. If you have 
an HCR and never took part in an outdoors event to show it, you are truly missing out 
on the fun of your life. To have a spectator get over the initial shock of your HCR not 
being an original and then asking you how you did it, is really exciting. If you own an 
HCR, even if you did not build it, get out there and show it off. Even it only means just 
showing a youngster what makes it go, is rewarding to you and educational for 
others... 

X Word 

Picture from the Past 

 

 

 

 

 

Across 

1.  G _ _ _ boy! 

4.  Absolute must 

Down 

2.  Necessary to see at night 

3.  Safety  _ _ important 

5.  Good brakes _ _ _ safety 

6. First important rule in driving 

Answers on Page 6 
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Picture from the Past 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yet another version of the Olds Pie Wagon. This 
one with screened side panels and roll down 
canvas flaps for foul weather. Notice the tarp 
like material at the bottom to catch oil leaks... 
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Tool Time 

Recommended by Lee 

Finding myself in need of a cut off tool where my air 
supply did not reach to power my air cut off tool, I 
purchased this really well built  120 Volt, 3” electric cut off 
tool at my favorite tool candy store, Harbor Freight Tools. 
This tool normally sells for $34.99, but with the savings 
coupon that came with my HFT catalog, I picked it up for 
$19.99. Now, no more hooking up air hoses for a five 
minute job... 

E Mails 
 

 

I received this E-Mail from 
Steve Simmons the other 
day and it convinced me that 
there IS someone out there 
that loves to do parades as 
much as I do. 
 
Lee, 

My wife Ida, my son 
Stevie and I, did the October 
Fest parade and it was 
fantastic. The parade was in 
Woonsocket, RI which is a 
small city between Boston and 
Providence, RI. My guess is, 
there were at least five 
thousand participants and 
close to a million onlookers. 
The 1903 CDO replica got a lot 
of attention. The sides of the 
city streets were jammed with 
people for 3 miles with many 
pointing at my car. People were 
stopping me asking questions 
about what it is and where did I 
get it.  
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The three of 
us had a great time 
and we felt like we 
were royalty because 
of all the attention we 
received.   

All these 
pictures were taken 
before the parade 
route actually started. 
The spectators you 
see probably live 
there since we had to 
go through a 
residential area 
coming from the 
staging area. During 
the parade it was 
standing room only 
for three miles.  

Near the end there was a portable news station set up with multiple video 
cameras. The announcer stopped me and asked questions about the car. Don’t know 
what TV channel it was. It sure was a lot of fun for the three of us... 

 
Steve Simmons 
 
 

I also received this one from Red Robinson... 
 
Hi Lee,  
        Well I found a replica on E Bay a few weeks ago and got it for 
$1280.  

    (half what they wanted, wasn't used in over a  decade. 
The side emblem says FOX, but that's all the identification there is. 
The body was cracked several inches in front of the seat.  
I knew this but had full intentions of building a new body. 
 
        It runs very well and hits about 20-25 on 5hp (Clinton I think).The wheelbase is 55" 
and track 46". The current body is only 26" wide and on 2X2 wood fastened directly to 2 
pieces of angle iron, the spring 'spreader' being the engine mountings. 
The box behind the seat is 26" X 26". 
        In other words, other than minor tweaking/paint, I have an almost complete 
working under carriage. The lights are rough and cannibalized ... more on that in next 
email... 
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      The crack on the body is 
circled and it's on both sides 
so you know where the 
frame ends ...LOL 
 
     The frame built from your 
plans will bolt on perfectly, 
all existing power etc also 
fits with no modifications 
and the 18" wheels will clear 
the 31" wide body. 
If I stretch 'your' total body 
length to 76" and "hang" a 
rear seat 3" past the body, 
am I creating any 
problems???? 
 
 Pic attached 
RedRobinson 

Sure sounds like you 
did good, Red. The crack in 
the body is a result of the 
front curved part of the body absorbing the impact the steering spring puts on it each 
time a bump is encountered by the front wheels. The frame from my plans is based 
on the 1904 CDO. It is longer, made of heavier gauge angle iron and has a plate on 
the front end of the frame to take the impact of the steering spring and front axle. I do 
however suggest that you add as many cross members as you can to prevent the 
frame from twisting that eventually will cause body stress in other areas. As far as 
the addition of a seat in the rear, if right over the tailgate area and not any further 
back past the rear wheels, you should not have any problems providing your wheels 
& tires can support the additional weight of two additional passengers.......In a 
separate E-Mail, Red mentioned a Texas based company tooling up to produce CDO 
Replicas. For those interested, http://www.onthemovetrucks.com/replicars  ... Red 
also mentioned in another E Mail that a separate company would be making lights for 
the CDO’s but  unsure if they would be available to the public 

Lee 

 PS: If anybody knows anything about "FOX", I'd like to hear about it. 
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Well Builders, with the 2013 Cotton Ginning Days/HCRB Meet a thing 
of the past and the new year 2014 just around the corner, it’s time to 
put a plan in place that Mike Chambers and I discussed at the 2011 
CGD/HCRB Meet in Dallas, NC. The flyer below will tell all about the 
upcoming Washington state HCR Meet that Mike is getting together 
for the North West HCRB Group. It promises to be a great Meet...    
Good Luck Mike! 
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For those interested parties interested in attending the NW HCRB Meet, an aerial view 
of the event grounds and a map. Look for more news of this event in upcoming 
issues of the HCRB Newsletters. You can also contact Mike Chambers for more 
information... 

 

In Closing! 

As always my wife, Elaine and I would like 
to wish all of you the merriest Christmas 
of all. May you find peace and love in your 
hearts for others at this most solemn 
time of the year. Please pray for the safety of all of our 
military forces around the world, for they and others before 
them are the ones keeping this great country free from 
tyranny... 

Lee Thevenet 


